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This dissertation describes the fabrication and integration of a thin film edge emitting 
laser (EEL) whose optical output is coupled into a polymer waveguide integrated onto the 
same electrical interconnection substrate.  This embedded laser/waveguide structure is a 
fundamental building block toward the realization of planar lightwave circuits using 
embedded optical interconnections.  The demonstration of a thin film laser integrated 
with a planar waveguide eliminates the need for either an external optical source coupled 
to the waveguide or a bump bonded optical source with a beam turning element to turn an 
optical beam into the waveguide.  In this work, the wedge-induced facet cleaving (WFC) 
method is adapted to fabricate the thin film EELs.  Bisbenzocyclobutene (BCB) polymers 
are used to fabricate channel waveguides, and thin film lasers are integrated with the 
polymer waveguides.  The coupling efficiency from the laser to the polymer waveguide is 
estimated through measurement and theoretically calculated.  In the theoretical 
calculation, the thin film transfer matrix method is used to analyze the optical modes in 
the semiconductor cavity.  The coupling efficiency from the laser to the polymer 
waveguide is analyzed using a finite element method (FEM), and are then compared to 
the experimental results.  The experimentally estimated coupling efficiency is in good 
agreement with that of the theoretical calculation.  In addition, the relationship between 
threshold current, output power, and facet reflectivity of the thin film laser is analyzed 




Board and backplane-level interconnections are driving toward higher density 
interconnect and higher bandwidth. Many comparisons of interconnection performance 
have been published that discuss electrical and optical interconnections [1-3] The 
integration of optical interconnections into electrical interconnection backplanes and 
boards is a topic of currently intensive research.  Optical interconnection approaches that 
are currently under investigation include free space interconnects with diffractive optical 
elements [4], silicon optical bench interconnects [5], and guided wave interconnections, 
including substrate guided mode interconnects [6], fiber optic waveguides [7], and 
integrated waveguides [8].  The research in this dissertation will focus upon guided wave 
optical interconnections, and explore the potential for fully embedded optical 
interconnections in which thin film lasers and polymer waveguides are integrated 
together onto SiO2/Si substrates.  Since these thin film lasers and waveguides are both on 
the order of microns thick, they can be integrated side by side in a series of 
microfabrication processing steps that create a planar lightwave integrated circuit on the 
surface of the substrate.  Coupled with the recent results in the area of thin film 
optoelectronic device integration embedded in polymer waveguides integrated onto high 
temperature FR-4 printed wiring boards (PWBs) [9-11], this heterogeneous integration 
technology offers promising results for optical interconnections with lasers, waveguides, 
and photodetectors embedded in PWB for high performance optical interconnections 
integrated into standard electrical interconnection boards.   
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Currently, electrical interconnection systems are essentially planar, with 
perpendicular connections realized through wire bonded or bump bonded interposer 
substrates or vias.  Thus, heterogeneously integrated planar waveguide optical 
interconnections match electrical systems from a planar topographical standpoint.  If 
optically active devices, such as emitters and detectors, can be integrated into a system 
that can also host channel waveguides, a large “tool kit” of optical beam manipulation 
and optical function (splitters, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and spatial 
multiplexing) options can be implemented optically in the substrate plane.  There are two 
basic approaches to the integration of optical signals into an electrical interconnection 
system at the backplane, board, and chip levels.  The first utilizes surface normal optical 
beams that must be turned and coupled into the waveguide with a beam turning devices 
such as a mirror or a diffraction grating.  These perpendicularly addressed optoelectronic 
emitters and detectors are usually bump bonded to the interconnection substrate with the 
optical emission or detection aperture facing the substrate.  A commonly used emitter for 
this purpose is a Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL), which emits from the 
top or bottom surface of the laser.  VCSELs are particularly suited for coupling into 
optical fibers since the circular VCSEL output aperture can be designed to efficiently fill 
an optical fiber aperture. For bump bonded devices such as VCSELs and photodetectors, 
the air gap between the optoelectronic device and the board poses a packaging problem, 
in that it is risky not to encapsulate this gap.  However, an underflow material must be 
optically transparent, not create additional optical loss with temperature and time, and not 
affect the alignment of the laser or photodetector to the beam coupler for launch into the 
waveguide.  Finally, the underfill needs to be carefully co-designed with the beam 
coupler to ensure that the index of refraction of the underfill and the underfull/beam 
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coupler interface do not degrade the performance of the beam coupler.  An alternative 
approach to integrated optical interconnections on electrical substrates confines the 
optical beam as a guided wave in the substrate, and utilizes thin film active optoelectronic 
devices bonded to the substrate that are integrated with planar channel waveguides.  This 
approach can utilize external optical input/output signals, or the optical signals can 
originate and/or terminate in the waveguide directly on the board, without optical beam 
turning. 
1.1 Hybrid Integration of Semiconductor Lasers with Optical 
Waveguides 
The heterogeneous integration of semiconductor lasers and optical waveguides is a 
fundamental building block toward the realization of photonic integrated circuits (PICs) 
in an electrical interconnection format.  A PIC is a system designed to have a certain 
function by integrating the lightwave components and electronic devices on a single 
substrate. The lightwave components can use lasers as optical sources and functional 
components, such as switches/modulators, interconnection waveguides, and photodiodes 
as detectors.  
In PICs, semiconductor lasers are important light sources due to their narrow output 
spectrum, high efficiency, direct high-speed modulation, wide wavelength selectivity, 
and compact size.  Semiconductor lasers are made of the III-V compound semiconductor 
material.  In the field of fiber communication, Silica-based optical fiber has dispersion 
and absorption minima in the 1.3 µm and 1.5 µm regions, respectively, and 
semiconductor lasers have been optimized wavelength regions for these.  There are two 
types of semiconductor lasers: EELs and VCSELs.  The optical emission from an EEL is 
emitted into an elliptical cone and in a direction parallel to the active region of epilayer.  
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In contrast, VCSELs can produce a circularly symmetric beam in a direction 
perpendicular to the active region of epilayer.  However, up to date, VCSELs appear to 
be limited to low output power in the longer wavelength ranges, 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm. 
[12-14].   
The interconnections between lightwave components integrated in a PIC are low loss 
optical waveguides.  There are many different forms of the optical waveguides, such as 
planar waveguides, optical fibers, or free space.  For planar waveguides, they commonly 
consist of low loss dielectric materials, such as SiO2 [15, 16], polymers [17, 18], for 
which the fabrication processes are simple, or III-V compound semiconductors [19, 20].   
Methods for the integration of lightwave components in a PIC result in two types of 
structures: planar structures, and stacked structures.  For the former one, the light signal 
propagates parallel to the integration substrate.  The stacked structure differs from the 
planar type in that light propagates perpendicular to the integration substrate.  PICs are 
very important functional blocks in contemporary optical interconnection areas, such as 
integrated distributed feedback (DFB) laser-electroabsorption modulators [21, 22], Y-
junction power dividers [23, 24], wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical 
tranceiver chips [25-28], mode converters [29, 30].  
1.2 Optical Interconnections 
1.2.1 Background Concepts 
The idea of using optical interconnections to solve electrical interconnection problems 
has been proposed by several researchers for its properties superior to conventional 
electrical interconnections.  The important differences between optical and electrical 
interconnections are the carrier frequency, wavelength, and energy.  Most of the benefits 
of optical interconnections come from these fundamental differences [3]. 
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The carrier frequency of optical interconnections is very high compared with that of 
electrical interconnections.  For example, a typical wavelength in optical communication 
systems is 1310 nm or 1550 nm, corresponding to around 230 THz.  In typical 
microwave applications the carrier frequencies range from 300 MHz to 300 GHz.  The 
high carrier frequency of optical systems results in negligible propagation loss and 
dispersive effects from large bandwidth signals at high frequency modulation.  The 
dispersive effects of the optical systems only appear over large distances in fiber.  Thus, 
there is no frequency-dependent loss or frequency-dependent cross talk when using light 
as a carrier between chips or between boards. 
In optics, the wavelength of light is generally smaller than the dimensions of the 
dielectric optical waveguides.  When optical waves are incident on a dielectric material, 
small oscillatory currents can flow the same way as polarizations of the electron clouds in 
the material.  Such effects are strong enough to confine the optical waves in the dielectric 
waveguide.  However, in the electrical case, waves are confined and directed over a small 
dimension in terms of the wavelength, from 0.1 cm to 1 m, in microwave applications.  
As a result, lossy conducting material is utilized to provide enough current response for 
the wave to guide.  This results in high frequency-dependent loss because of the skin 
effect.   
The fact that photon energy in optics is large leads to the result as follows.  The light 
is generated and detected quantum mechanically.  Specifically, the detection of light 
involves counting photons, not measuring the electric field amplitude, and the generation 
of light results from the recombination of an electron-hole pair.  During the process of 
detection or generation, the photons have no memory of the current or voltage levels 
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within the electrical circuits.  In other words, optical interconnections provide electrical 
isolation between two circuits.   
The use of optical interconnections to improve local microelectronic systems can be 
in different level [31]: chip-level interconnections, multichip module (MCM) level 
interconnections, board level, and backplane interconnections.  The chip-level 
interconnections are connections between devices on a very large-scale integrated (VLSI) 
circuit or chip.  The MCM level interconnections are the connections between VLSI 
chips within a single MCM.  The board level interconnections are connections between 
MCMs on a single printed circuit board. 
The focus of this research is on board level optical interconnections.  This type of 
technology includes the heterogeneous integration of optoelectronic components and 
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits.  The optical emitter and the 
photodetector can be flip chip (bump bonded) to electrical processing circuitry in order to 
provide optical input-output (I/O) for VLSI integrated circuits as well as existing 
electrical I/O.   
That is, long electrical interconnections can be replaced by an optical emitter, a 
photodetector, and interconnection optics between the optical emitters and 
photodetectors.  Optical emitters can be light emitting diodes (LEDs), vertical cavity 
surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), and edge emitting lasers (EELs).  The interconnection 






1.2.2 Schemes of Board Level Optical Interconnections 
Several schemes of optical interconnections on board-level have been proposed [32-34]. 
These schemes can be divided into two categories based on the interconnection optics: 
free space optical interconnections and guided-wave optical interconnections.  In the first 
category, as shown in Fig. 1, the light signal is emitted from a VCSEL transmitter array 
and redirected by the beam turning components.  The beam turning components are 
composed of 45º mirrors and relay optics to reflect the optical signal from the VCSELs 
into the desired position on a photodetector array plane.  In the middle of the optical path, 
collimating and focusing optics are employed to improve the beam quality and the 
alignment precision.  In this type of architecture design, two issues are important: the 
optical alignment between each individual optical component, and the coupling loss 
between the optical components.   
Figure 2 is an illustration of one type in the second category, a fully embedded board-
level guided-wave optical interconnection [5].  Two types of schemes are introduced 
here. In the first scheme, as shown in Fig. 2, all elements involved in providing high-




Figure 1. Optical interconnections using VCSELs through 
45º mirrors, relay optics, and collimating/focusing optics. 
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VCSELs, surface-normal waveguide couplers, and thin film photodetectors.  Polymer-
based channel waveguides function as the physical layer of this optical bus.  The optical 
signal is launched from a VCSEL and is totally reflected in a 45° waveguide coupler 
internally.  This beam is redirected by another 45° waveguide coupler which turns the 
beam onto a detector.  In this case, 45° waveguide couplers are made of slanted gratings, 
which are very difficult to fabricate.  Moreover, the mismatch loss between the circular 
VCSEL mode and the planar channel waveguide mode is also an issue. 
In the second scheme of the fully-embedded board-level guided-wave optical 
interconnection, as shown in Fig. 3, a metal semiconductor metal (MSM) photodetector is 
embedded inside the waveguide core or cladding on top of an electrical interconnection 
substrate [35].  The beam in the optical fiber is coupled into the planar channel 
waveguide by the end facet coupling method.  The light signal travels in the channel 
waveguide and then is detected by the MSM photodetector through evanescent coupling 
method.  The coupling loss from the optical fiber to the channel waveguide can be high.  
The coupling loss is caused by several factors, such as, the waveguide entrance facet 















Figure 2. Optical interconnections using VCSELs through 
45º waveguide couplers and a polymer waveguide. 
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shape, and the optical axis misalignment between the fiber and the waveguide. On the 
other hand, if EELs are integrated on the substrate with the planar waveguide, efficient 
power coupling could be achieved with simplified optical system design.  The EELs 






Optical Fiber Thin Film
MSM PD
Figure 3. Optical interconnections using an optical fiber 
and a thin film MSM photodetector. 
 
1.3 Fabrication of Thin Film EELs 
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The fabrication of thin film edge emitting lasers has been reported in [36-38].  In [36], the 
epitaxial InP/InGaAsP wafer is bonded to a glass plate for mechanical support.  Utilizing 
an InGaAs stop etch layer, the InP substrate is selectively removed to leave a thin 
epitaxial film on the glass plate.  This thin epitaxial film is transferred and then bonded to 
a Si substrate at 400 ºC for 30 minutes.  After bonding, an 8 µm wide mesa stripe is 
formed using wet chemical etching.  The active layer is slightly undercut to reduce the 
active width.  Finally, Ni/AuGe and AuZn are evaporated and alloyed at 400ºC to form n-
type and p-contact ohmic contacts, respectively.  After thinning the Si substrate down to 
about 100 µm, the fabricated lasers are then cleaved into different cavity lengths and 
tested.  The threshold current density and the external quantum efficiency of these lasers 
are 2 kA/cm2 and 25%, respectively, for a 300 µm long cavity.   
In [37], the lasers are 980 nm InGaAs/GaAs strained single quantum well lasers with 
a graded-index separate confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH).  In addition, a n-AlAs 
sacrifical layer with thickness 1000 Å is grown between the laser structure and GaAs 
substrate.  Conventional ridge waveguide laser structures with 5 µm width are 
preprocessed.  The preprocessed laser diodes on the GaAs substrate are covered with 
black wax on top and soaked in 10% HF solution to selectively remove the AlAs layer.  
This epitaxial layer, after separation from the GaAs substrate, is dipped in HCl and HF 
before the bonding process.  A n+ Si substrate is used as the host substrate in this process.  
A Pd/Ge/Pd metallic multilayer is deposited on the Si substrate.  After deposition, the Si 
substrate is lapped down to 100 µm, and an Al film is evaporated onto the backside as an 
ohmic contact.  Finally, the thin film and the n+ Si substrate are bonded together by Van 
Der Waals bonding.  The bonded sample is heated in a furnace at 400 ºC for 30 minutes 
under a forming gas ambient.  The final device thickness is around 100 µm.  The 
threshold current and the slope efficiency of these lasers are 16.3 mA and 0.4 mW/mA, 
respectively, for a cavity length of 800 µm.   
In [38], a broad area contact is first defined on the top GaAs contact layer.  Apizeon 
wax is then deposited on the preprocessed surface and HF: H2O is used to laterally etch 
the AlGaAs layer which is grown between the epilayers of interest and the growth 
substrate.  An Au/Ge-Ni ohmic n-type contact is deposited after epitaxial separation on 
the released side.  Trichlorethylene (TCE) is then used to remove the Apizeon wax and 
the thin film EEL is attached to a wax-coated intermediate GaAs substrate for wedge-
induced facet cleaving (WFC) processing.  Wedge patterns are first defined in the 
photoresist on the epitaxial surface and are then etched down to the substrate.  Next, the 
thin film EELs are released from the GaAs carriers and attached to a thin metal using 
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Apizeon wax.  By bending this flexible carrier, cleaves along the (011) plane are induced 
along each wedge.  Finally, these cleaved lasers are detached from the carrier and 
mounted on the edge of a Si substrate with a 2 µm layer of In.  When the devices are 
tested, the threshold current density and the external quantum efficiency of these lasers 
are 640 A/cm2 and 15%, respectively, for a 250 µm long cavity.   
For the method used in [36], it is difficult to align the InP and Si crystal directions.  
For the method used in [36] and [37], the 100 µm final device thickness also prevents the 
integration of these thin lasers with waveguides.  However, for the method used in [38], 
the WFC lasers can be embedded in a waveguide.  Using the WFC cleaving method, the 
lasers could have a shorter cavity length than the 200 ~ 300 µm length demonstrated in 
[13].  A problem associated with the WFC method is the curvature of the thin films.  
After the epilayers are detached from the growth substrate, stress can cause the thin film 
devices to deform.  Generally, this stress can be divided into compressive stress and 
tensile stress, as shown in Fig. 4.  In both cases, it is difficult to bond the thin film lasers 
and integrate them with optoelectronic components.  Moreover, the light propagates 
along the curved optical path in the laser, resulting in an increase in optical power leaking 
out of the waveguide core region.  This is detrimental to laser performance, or it results in 
a higher threshold current and a lower power output. 
(b) (c)(a)
Figure 4. Thin film stress: (a) unstressed; (b) with 
compressive stress; and (c) with tensile stress. 
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1.4 Research Objectives 
Board-level interconnections are driving toward higher density interconnect and higher 
bandwidth. Optical interconnections are one board-level technology that can address 
these issues in a System on a Package (SOP) format.  An interesting approach to SOP 
optical interconnections is to embed the optical interconnections in the package in a post-
processing format. In spite of recent progress in this field, most of these approaches 
embed the active optical elements (emitters, detectors) in the host interconnection 
substrates which must then be Si or GaAs.  This dissertation is the first demonstration of 
a thin film MQW InGaAsP/InP EEL bonded onto an interconnection substrate where the 
laser optical output is coupled into a waveguide integrated on the same substrate.  This 
embedded laser/waveguide structure is a fundamental building block toward the 
realization of planar lightwave circuits with embedded optical interconnections.  The 
contributions of this research are organized in different areas as listed below.   
1. The use of VCSELs is popular for the fiber optic coupling due to the circularly 
symmetric surface normal output characteristic.  They are excellent candidates for 
applications to free space, unit level, or cabinet level optical interconnections.  
However, in a planar waveguide format, EELs are better candidates.  The emitted 
light coupled out of EELs is parallel to the integration substrate plane, which no 
longer requires the beam turning elements to turn the beam on/out of the plane nor 
requires the optical components in the middle of the optical path to collimate the 
optical beams.  In this dissertation, both of the design and fabrication method of 
the optical interconnection with thin film InGaAsP/InP MQW EELs are 
presented.   
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2. In a ligthwave system, the alignment between optical components is a key issue to 
optimize the optical power budget and to control packaging cost.  In this research 
work, the developed thin film InGaAsP/InP EELs can be heterogeneously 
integrated onto the interconnection substrate with subsequent deposition of the 
waveguide onto the lasers since the lasers are in the order of microns thick.  The 
alignment between EELs and the optical waveguide is completed through 
photolithographic masking steps, which is a cost effective method.  This 
dissertation presents the first integration of thin film lasers with polymer 
waveguides.   
3. The use of VCSELs coupled to fiber is preferred due to the mode matching of the 
circular VCSEL to the fiber core.  However, the mode patterns for the VCSELs 
are different from the elliptical mode patterns for the channel waveguides.  When 
the light coupled out of the VCSELs is emitted into channel waveguides, the 
mode pattern dissimilarity between these two devices causes mode mismatch loss.  
The mode mismatch loss for the EELs is less than that of the VCSELs since the 
mode patterns for the EELs are elliptical in shape due to the planar format 
waveguide of the EEL Fabry-Perot resonator.  In this dissertation, the analysis of 
coupling efficiency from the thin film EELs to the polymer channel waveguides is 
presented.   
4. In order to make electronic systems with integrated optical interconnections 
compatible with long haul optical network, optical sources with long wavelengths 
at 1.3 µm or 1.5 µm regions are desired.  Low optical power output in these 
wavelength regions makes the VCSELs less suitable for these applications.  
However, EELs have been developed, and are mature, with high output power in 
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these wavelength regions.  This dissertation furthers the development of the 
conventional MQW EELs into the first thin film (less than 10 µm thick) MQW 
InGaAsP/InP EEL.   
The material explored in this research is in the InGaAsP/InP material system.  However, 
the fabrication method developed in this dissertation is not limited to this material 
system.   
1.5 Dissertation Overview 
This dissertation presents the first thin film (less than 10 µm thick) InGaAsP/InP MQW 
lasers and the first integration of the thin film lasers with planar channel polymer 
waveguides.  In Chapter 2, the fundamental principles of thin film InGaAsP/InP gain-
guided EELs are reviewed.  The chapter begins by introducing the electrical and optical 
confinement in the gain-guided structure.  Optical gain in the unstrained MQW regions 
and lasing conditions for the gain-guided lasers are also addressed.  The measurement of 
the laser performance, such as threshold current and power output, is discussed in detail.  
The principles of waveguide modes in BCB polymer waveguides and the BCB polymer 
properties are also presented.  The end facet coupling from the lasers to the waveguides 
will also be reviewed.  The chapter concludes with the use of FEMs to analyze the 
coupling efficiency from the lasers to the waveguides.   
Chapter 3 contains the basic guidelines on the design and fabrication of thin film 
InGaAsP/InP gain-guided EELs and BCB polymer waveguides.  The integration of the 
lasers and the waveguides is presented in detail.  Results obtained from the testing of thin 
film edge emitting lasers and the integrated structures are also presented.  Key issues 
related to the design, fabrication, and integration of the laser and the waveguide are 
discussed at the end of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 4 is focused on the theoretical analysis of the integration structure.  The 
transfer matrix method is applied to the multilayer semiconductor waveguides for the 
analysis of waveguide modes.  Next, the existing transverse mode functions are inserted 
into commercial FEMs software, FEMLAB, to complete the analysis of coupling 
efficiency from the laser to the waveguide as a function of separation between the 
devices.  The facet reflectivity of the embedded lasers and its effect on the threshold 
current and output power will be discussed.  At the end of Chapter 4, the output power as 
a function of separation between the lasers and the waveguides using both results from 
the experiments and those obtained via theory are compared.  The dissertation ends with 
Chapter 5 by summarizing the contributions of the dissertation work and outlining 














THIN FILM INGAASP/INP EELS and PLANAR BCB 
WAVEGUIDES 
2.1 Introduction 
The fundamental configuration of EELs is composed of active layers, which are 
InGaAsP/InP material system in this research, and a pair of mirrors, which are usually 
cleaved facets perpendicular to the active layer.  The most important part of the EELs is 
its active layer.  In this research, InGaAsP MQWs are chosen for the active layers since 
the density of states is lower than that of the conventional bulk materials. The EELs are 
typical pn-junction devices.  The operating mechanisms of the EELs are based on the 
electrical and optical properties of pn junctions and semiconductor materials.  For the 
electrical properties, under the forward bias condition, the minority carriers are injected 
into the active layer through the pn junction while the majority carriers diffuse into the 
active layer.  The coherent light from the stimulated emission process in the active layer 
is emitted from the cleaved facets in opposite directions.  The confinement of photons in 
the EELs can be accomplished by setting the refractive index of the active layer higher 
than that of the cladding layers.  Emitted light propagates along the high refractive index 
region.  The combination of InGaAsP and InP is a typical example of pairs of materials 
with appropriately related refractive indexes.  The refractive index of InGaAsP active 
layers is a few percent higher than that of InP cladding layers.  The emitted light is thus 
confined to the active layer.  Based on the confinement of transverse optical modes, EELs 
can be divided into two different groups: gain-guided and index-guided lasers.  In this 
research, gain-guided InGaAsP/InP lasers are used. 
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2.2 Thin film Gain-Guided Lasers 
2.2.1 Electrical and Optical Confinement 
Gain-guided EELs, which have stripe contacts on the p-side and broad contacts on the n-
side, are simple lasers to fabricate and have been commercially available for over 20 
years, and are illustrated in Fig. 5 [39].  Many interesting physical characteristics can be 
extracted from these lasers, including the optical gain, threshold current, and optical 










In gain-guided lasers, dielectric layers are used for current confinement within the 
gain-guided structures. Current is injected into the opening of the dielectric layers, stripe 
width S (typically, 10 to 50 mm wide stripes). The thickness of the active layer is d. The 
injected current density, J(y), can be represented as  
Figure 5. Structure of a gain-guided laser. 
 
J HyL : J0 » y » ≤ Sê2
J0 exp −K y − S 2 y r S 2@ H » » ê LD » » ê (1) 
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where K accounts for the current spreading [40-42].  The injected current J spreads along 
the lateral direction.  If the current spreading outside of the stripe region is ignored, the 
carrier distribution, n(y), is represented as  
 
 
 where Ln is the diffusion length and N0 is the carrier distribution at the thermal 
equilibrium [43,44].    





E … y … r Sê2 (2) 
Therefore, the carrier density n distributes along the Y direction, as determined by the 
current spreading and the lateral current diffusion. The effective width of the carrier 
density distribution and the gain profile along the lateral direction are wider than the strip 
width S.  The current density profile and the carrier density profile are shown in Fig. 6. 
Light amplification due to stimulate emission occurs only in the gain region under the 
stripe in an area defined by the current spreading from the stripe.  Under high injection 
conditions, the carrier density of the central light-emitting region decreases because of 







Figure 6. (a) Distribution of the current density; (b) 
Distribution of the carrier density. 
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to an increase in the refractive index.  This difference between the refractive index inside 
and outside of the gain region causes the transverse optical modes to be confined within 
the center of the MQW region in the Y direction.   
Confinement of the transverse optical modes along the X direction is then achieved 
by the use of heterostructures such as In1-xGaxAsyP1-y.  When the percentage of arsenic 
(x) increases, the band gap energy decreases and the refractive index increases.  The 
analytic forms of parameters [45] for the case of In1-xGaxAsyP1-y lattice-matched to InP 
(for which x º 0.45y) are in Table 1. With confinement along both the X and Y 
directions, the optical modes maintain their relative shape while propagating along the Z 
direction. 
Table 1. Summary of band structure parameters of In1-xGaxAsyP1-y lattice-matched to 
InP. 
Parameter Dependence on the mole fractions x and y 
Energy gap at undoped Eg (in eV) = 1.35-0.72y+0.12y2 
Refractive index 3.4+0.256y-0.095y2 
Heavy-hole mass mhh/m0 = (1-y)[0.79x+0.45(1-x)]+y[0.45x+0.4(1-x)] 
Light-hole mass mhh/m0 = (1-y)[0.14x+0.12(1-x)]+y[0.082x+0.026(1-x)] 
Spin-orbit splitting D (in eV)= 0.11+0.31y-0.09y2  
Conduction-band mass me/m0 = 0.08-0.39y 
 
The propagating fields in the MQW active region (see Fig. 5) are separated into two 
independent sets: transverse electric (TE) modes and transverse magnetic (TM) modes.  
The optical electric field is in the Y direction for TE modes and lies in the XZ plane for 
the TM orientation.  Most of the gain-guided lasers oscillate in the TE modes because the 
reflectivity of the cleaved facets for this polarization is higher than for the TM case.  The 




2.2.2 Optical Gain in Unstrained MQW Regions 
In this dissertation, unstrained MQW epilayers act as the gain region for stripe contact 
edge emitting lasers.  The energy bands in MQW semiconductor materials result from the 
periodic structure of the lattice.  When the crystal thickness is finite and thin enough to be 
comparable to the de Broglie wavelength of an electron in a semiconductor (º 10 nm), 
the energy levels become discrete, as shown in Fig. 7.  Along the X direction in Fig. 5, 
electrons are confined by the potential well made by the hetero-structures, which results 
in quantized energy levels.  Along the Y and Z directions in Fig. 5 (parallel to the 
interface of the heterojunctions), the crystal is assumed to be infinite.  The density of 
states of electrons and holes forms a step-like function in the quantum well region in such 
a structure.  This results in the electron distribution and hole distribution being different 
from those of conventional bulk materials.  Due to this effect, low threshold current and 
high slope efficiency can be obtained [47].   
Not all of the states in the conduction bands and valence bands can participate in the 



















Figure 7. (a)The energy profile in real space; (b)The energy 
dispersion in real space; (c) The Fermi-Dirac function vs. 
the energy for the electrons in conduction band and for the 
holes in the valence band.  
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momentum, ћk, puts an additional restriction on the number of states available.  The 
reduced density of states of the electrons and holes are thus described by  
 
 
where ħ is the Planck constant h divided by 2π, mr is the reduced mass, Lx is the width of 
the quantum well, H is the Heaviside step function, ω is the angular frequency, and Enm 
is the band edge transition energy, which is Eg + Een – Ehm.   
ρ2 D mr
π—2 Lx
 H H—ω − EnmL (3) 
Under current injection, a significant number of excess electrons and holes are 
injected into the conduction band and valence band.  Since this current injection is strong 
enough to force the semiconductor system to deviate far away from thermodynamic 
equilibrium, a quasi-Fermi level Fn is required to describe the probability of a state being 
filled with an electron in the conduction band, and Fp is required to describe the 
probability that a state in the valence band is filled with a hole.  At thermal equilibrium, 
Fn = Fp = Ef, which is the Fermi-level.  The probabilities of an occupied state in the 




where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and E is the energy of the state.   
fc HEL  1exp E − Fn kT + 1@H Lê D
fv HEL  1exp E − Fp kT + 1@H Lê D
(4) 
(5) 
When an optical wave with photon energy hν > Eg + Ee1 - Eh1 passes through the 
MQW region, electrons are promoted from filled states in the valence band to empty 
states in the conduction band.  This process is known as absorption.  At the same time, 
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the wave can stimulate optical emission, and electrons in the conduction band emit and 
fall to the empty states in the valence band.  This process is known as stimulated 
emission.  When the stimulated emission rate exceeds the absorption rate, the optical 
wave experiences gain in the MQW region.  The gain coefficient in a quantum well can 
be described as [48]  
 
 
where w is the photon radial frequency, nr is the refractive index, e0 is the permittivity of 
free space, e is the electronic charge, m0 is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of the 
light in vacuum, Inm is the overlap integral of the conduction band and valence band 
envelope function, fc and fv are the Fermi distribution functions for the conduction band 
and valence band, r2D is the reduced density of states, and pcv is the momentum matrix.  
g H—ωL πe2
nr cε0 m02 ω
 ‚
n,m
˝ Inm ˝2 ˝ eÔ Ëpcv ˝2 @fc HEenL − fv HEhmLD ρ2 D (6) 
In Eq. 6, the term fc(Een) - fv(Ehm) must be positive in order for there to be optical gain.  
It occurs only at Eg + Een - Ehm < hn < Fn - Fp, which is the condition to reach population 
inversion in a quantum well region in gain-guided lasers.  The other parameter, pcv, the 
momentum matrix elements, is summarized in Table 2 [49].  In Table 2, Mc-hh represents 
the optical transition from the conduction band to the heavy hole band, and Mc-lh 
represents the optical transition from the conduction band to the light hole band.  From 
Table 2, it is obvious that TE and TM polarized optical waves experience different gains 
in laser materials.  For unstrained MQW lasers, the gain for the TE polarization is larger 





Table 2. Summary of the momentum matrix elements in the parabolic band model (|e 
pcv| 2 = |e M| 2). 
TEpolarizationIeÔ = xÔ or yÔM TMpolarizationIeÔ = zÔM
Y … eÔ ‰Mc−hh …2] = 34  H1 + Cos2 θL Mb2
Y … eÔ ‰Mc−lh …2] =J 54 − 34  Cos2 θN Mb2
Y … eÔ ‰Mc−hh …2] = 32  Sin2 θ Mb2
Y … eÔ ‰Mc−lh …2] = 12  H1 + 3 Cos2 θL Mb2
Mb2 = J m0me∗ − 1N m0 Eg HEg + ∆L6 HEg + ∆L
2.2.3 Threshold Current and Output Power 
Threshold current and output power are two important parameters for semiconductor 
lasers.  They are performance characteristics determined by the basic properties of the 
materials and structures used for the lasers.  Basically, the threshold current is defined by 
the lasing conditions.  The optical output power is expressed using the external quantum 
efficiency and the threshold current.   
The lasing conditions for an optical cavity formed by an active layer with length L, 




where gth is the gain coefficient at threshold, ai is the total internal loss, m is the mode 
index, l0 is the optical wavelength in free space, and nr is the effective refractive index in 
gth  αi + J 1L N ln J 1R N, R R1 R2
m J λ0
nr




the guiding layer.  The first lasing condition, Eq. 7, relates the threshold gain to the loss.  
The threshold current can be described by [50] 
 
 
where g0 is the gain constant, d is the active layer thickness, Ga is the optical confinement 
factor, and J0 is the transparency current density.  The threshold current density is an 
important basic parameter for gain-guided lasers.  It is a performance measure 
determined by several factors, such as, optical gain, mirror loss, scattering loss, and 
cavity loss.  The mirror loss is caused by the mirror facet reflectivity being less than 
100%.  The scattering loss is caused by structural inhomogeneities such as the roughness 
of the heterointerface.  The cavity loss is primarily attributed to the absorption loss.   
Jth  d J gthg0 Γa + J0N (9) 
The second lasing condition, Eq. 8, determines the emission spectrum which is 
closely related to lasing.  Lasing occurs at the wavelength mode satisfying Eq. 8.  The 
lasing modes are determined by the light propagating in the direction of the laser cavity 
and are called the longitudinal modes or axial modes.  The full-width at half-maximum of 
an envelope of the longitudinal mode often exceeds a few nanometers.  Before lasing, the 
envelope is quite broad, but it becomes narrow after lasing because only the modes near 
the maximum gain can lase.   
The behavior of gain-guided laser diodes is quite similar to LEDs before lasing, and 
the spontaneous emission power is emitted from both facets.  The output power 
efficiency is quite low at this stage.  When the injected current is greater than the 
threshold current, stimulated emission exceeds spontaneous emission, and the output 
power efficiency increases quickly.  The output power after lasing is usually expressed by 




where hd is the external quantum efficiency and If and Ith are the forward injected current 
and the threshold current, respectively.   
Pout  J 12 N hνηd @IF − IthDq (10) 
2.3 Planar Optical Waveguides 
2.3.1 Optical Modes in Planar Waveguides 
In this research, the 3000 series of dry-etch BCB resins are used as the waveguide core 
material.  These BCB polymers, made by the Dow Chemical Company, have been 
developed for use in microelectronics applications.  Due to their excellent properties, 
including high level of planarization, high optical transparency, low cure temperature 
(<200 ºC for 4 hours curing), high solvent resistance, and low moisture uptake, they are 
very attractive for application in the field of optoelectronics.  The optical properties of the 
BCB materials used in this research are summarized and listed in Table 3 [51-55] 
Table 3. CYCLOTENE 3022-46 BCB properties. 
 Physical properties Frequency/Wavelength ranges 
Dielectric constant  e r: 2.65 1  ~ 10 GHz  
Dissipation factor Tan  d : 0.0008  ~ 0.0002 1 MHz  ~ 10 GHz  
Volume resistivity 1 µ 10 19 ohm - cm Tensile strength: 87 MPa 
Moisture uptake Tensile modulus: 2.9 GPa 
Loss: 0 .4 dB 1310 nm  
Refractive index: 1.52  1310 nm  
Thin film BCB deposited on a dielectric substrate can be used as an optical 
waveguide if the refractive index of the BCB is higher than that of the substrate.  A basic 
step index waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 8, with the refractive index profiles along 
the depth, where the indices of the cladding layer, waveguide core layer, and substrate are 
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nc, nf, and ns, respectively.  The q in Fig. 8 is defined as the angle between the wave 
normal and the normal to the interface in the step index waveguide.  The waveguide 
illustrated in Fig. 8 is a 2-D optical waveguide (or a slab optical waveguide) because light 
confinement takes place only in the X direction.   
For the step index waveguide using a ray tracing approximation, the critical angles at 
both upper and lower interfaces are θc = sin-1(nc/nf) and θs = sin-1(ns/nf), respectively.  
Since ns > nc = 1, θs > θc. On the basis of these two critical angles, three types of modes 
propagate in the optical waveguide: (1) a guided mode; (2) a substrate mode; and (3) a 
radiation mode, as shown in Fig. 9.  For the guided mode, θs < θ < 90°, and the light is 
confined in the guiding layer by total internal reflection at both the upper and lower 
interfaces.  The light can propagate without attenuation if the waveguide material is 
lossless.   
If θc < θ < θs, the light is totally reflected at the upper interface while it leaks out of 














Figure 8. (a) Step index waveguide structure; (b) Refractive 
index profile. 
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and the optical amplitude decreases significantly along the propagation direction.  The θ 
< θc condition leads to a radiation mode that radiates to both the cover and the substrate.  
The relationship between the incident angle θ and the propagation constants along the X 
and Z directions are kx = k0nf cosθ and β = k0nf sinθ in a lossless waveguide [56].  The 

























Figure 9. (a) Guided mode θs < θ < 90°; (b) Substrate mode θc < θ < θs; (c) 






2.3.2 Coupling from the Thin Film Lasers to the Waveguides 
There are several methods for the excitation of a guided wave in the polymer waveguide, 
such as the end-facet coupling method, the prism coupling method, and the grating 
coupling method.  In the end-facet coupling method, light can be coupled from a laser to 
an optical waveguide via the use of microlenses [57], spot size converters (SSC) [58], or 
simple endfire coupling.   
When a microlens is used, the typical coupling efficiency from the laser to the fiber is 
70% [59].  The microlens studied is created through the deposition of SiO2 on the 
emitting surface of a laser diode.  The microlens can be formed as an elliptical, spherical, 
or aspherical shape to collimate or focus the laser beam directly from the emitting 
surface.  When spot size converters are used, the coupling efficiency can be raised to 
75% from a spot-sized converted laser diode to a silica waveguide [60].  The SSC laser 
diodes (SSC-LDs) are composed of both an active and a passive waveguide.  The active 
waveguide is tapered to transfer the optical power into the passive waveguide.  The mode 
profile is determined by the well-defined passive waveguide.  In both cases, lower loss 
and higher alignment tolerance of the laser input to planar waveguides can be achieved 
by adding extra optical components.   
In this research work, the end-facet coupling method is used for guided-wave 
excitation, as shown in Fig. 10.  End-facet coupling is the simplest way to couple light 
from optical sources to waveguides.  The coupling efficiency between EELs and the 
optical waveguides depends on alignment, dimensional differences, and geometric shape.  
In Fig. 10, the cleaved end facet of the EEL is butted up against the polymer waveguide 
with separation distance, d.  The thickness of the thin film EEL, the thin film polymer 
waveguide, and the integration substrate are tl, tf, and ts, respectively.  The refractive  
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index of the polymer film and the integration substrate are nf, and ns, respectively.  For 
optical mode operation designed in this dissertation, the thickness of the guided layer, tf, 
is 5 µm.  The fundamental guided-mode profile is close to a Gaussian spatial shape.  In 
order to obtain high efficiency coupling from the laser to the waveguide, the incident 
wave profile has to be as close as possible to the profile of the mode to be excited.  The 
divergence of the input beam should not exceed the acceptance angle, θmax, determined 
by the numerical aperture (NA), ◊(nf2 - ns2), of the waveguide [56].  The θmax is given as a 
function of NA: ncsin-1NA.  Light incidents at an angle larger than the θmax leaks out to the 
substrate.   
With the use of BCB polymer waveguides, the distance, d, is controllable from 0 to 
15 mm using photolithography and dry etching methods.  By defining the waveguide 
channel, the inherent accuracy of the photolithographic processing reduces the possibility 















2.4 Simulation of Thin Film Lasers and Planar Waveguides 
In order to design the MQW InGaAsP/InP lasers, a computer aided design (CAD) tool, 
the Laser module in Silvaco (commercial software), was employed to perform the 
analysis in this research work.  The Laser module solves the Helmholtz equation to 
calculate the optical field and photon densities.  Several important parameters for the 
semiconductor lasers can also be calculated, including the carrier recombination due to 
light emission, the optical gain dependence on the photon energy and the quasi Fermi 
level, the light intensity profile corresponding to the fundamental mode, and the modal 
gain spectra for several longitudinal modes.  The fundamental semiconductor equations, 
Eq. 11, Eq. 12, and Eq. 13, are solved self-consistently with a two dimensional Helmholtz 
equation, Eq. 14, for the local optical gain calculation.  Poisson’s equation is used, which 
lates the electrostatic potential to the space charge density,  
 
].  The electrical field, E, is obtained from the gradient of the 
otentional [39].   
 
 
2.4.1 Static Properties of Thin Film Lasers 
re
 
where φ is the electrostatic potential, e is the local permittivity, and ρc is the local space 
charge density [39
















Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 are the continuity equations for electrons and holes, respectively, 
where n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, Jn and Jp are the electron and hole 
current densities, Gn and Gp are the generation rates for electrons and holes, Rn and Rp are 
the recombination rates for electrons and holes, and q is the magnitude of the charge on 
an electron. 
Equation 14 is a complex eigenvalue equation [61].  There are the set of complex 
eigenvalues βk and corresponding eigenfunctions Ek(x,y) in Eq. 14.  The fundamental 
transverse mode is only taken into account only in the simulations.  Therefore, the index 
k will be dropped from subsequent equations.   
 
 
For dielectric permittivity e (x,y), the following model is used [61]:  
∇xy
2 Ek Hx, yL + i ωm2c2  ε Hx, yL − βk2y Ek Hx, yL  0{k (14) 
 
 
where n0 is the bulk refractive index, αr is a line width broadening factor, and j is √-1, kω 
is ω/c, g(x,y) is the local optical gain, αa is the bulk absorption loss, and FCP and FCN 
are the coefficients of the free-carrier loss.   
ε Hx, yL  n02 +H−αr +jL n0 g Hx, yLkω −j n0 Hαa +FCN⋅n+FCP⋅pLkω (15) 
Three different gain models can be used for the gain-guided laser calculation.  The 
first model takes into account frequency dependence and can be used for spectral 
analysis.  The second model is a simple empirical model and is valid for the lasing 
frequency.  The third model is for the MQW model, which uses for the energy of bound 
states in the quantum well through solutions of a coupled set of Poisson and Schrödinger 
equations.  The technique for simulating semiconductor lasers is to calculate forward bias 
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characteristics with gradually increasing voltage.  Since the lasing spectrum is not the 
main subject matter in this dissertation work, the second and third gain models are chosen 
for the gain calculation.  An example of an InGaAsP/InP double heterostructure (DH) 
laser has been simulated using the Silvaco Laser module.  The gain curve verse input 
current is shown in Fig. 11. 
Figure 11. Gain curve for a DH InGaAsP/InP laser. 
 
2.4.2 Simulation of Coupling Efficiency 
There are several methods that can be used to analyze the coupling efficiency from 
semiconductor lasers to waveguides, including beam propagation methods (BPMs), finite 
difference time domain methods (FDTDMs), FEMs, and mode matching methods 
(MMMs).  Conventional BPM is less suitable, given the high refractive index contrast 
between the semiconductor laser materials and the polymer waveguide materials.  Finite 
element methods are the chosen, better alternative to analyze the problem.  In this 
research work, the CAD tool, FEMLAB, is used to analyze the coupling efficiency from 
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the EEL to the polymer waveguide.  FEMLAB is a powerful, interactive environment for 
modeling and solving scientific and engineering problems based on partial differential 
equations (PDEs).  When solving the wave equation that describes an optical waveguide, 
FEMLAB applies a variation method based on FEM [62, 63].  FEMLAB runs FEM in 
conjunction with adaptive meshing, error control, and a variety of numerical solvers.   
The calculation procedure for the application of the variation method to FEM is 
summarized as follows.  The analysis region is first divided into segments which are 
called elements, and the function Ie is calculated for each element e.  Then, the total 
functional I for the entire analysis region is obtained by summing up the function Ie for 
all elements: I = SIe.  The final eigenvalue equation is obtained by imposing the 
stationary condition on the function I [64].   
Since the total function is a linear combination of the functions of the elements, the 
variation dI of the whole system is a sum of variation dIe of each element e. Thus, dI = 
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where k0 is the wave vector in free space, n is the normal vector, fe is the wave function, 
neff is the effective index, and er is the relative permittivity.  Next, the wave function fe 





where Me is the number of nodes in element e and T is the transposing operator for a 
matrix.  Then the basis function [Ne] and the expansion coefficient {Φe} are expressed as 




Ni φei  @NeDT 8φe< (17) 
The function Ie given by Eq. 16 can thus be rewritten as [64] 
 
 
where matrixes [Ae] and [Be] and the quantity l2 are given by [64] 
Ie 
1
2  8φe<T H@AeD − λ2@BeDL 8φe< −B‡Γe φe ∂ φe∂ n  dΓF (18) 
 
he function Ie can be obtained by summing up all the elements for the whole analysis 
analysis region can be obtained as [62-64] 
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region.  Then, the line integral term in Eq. 18 is cancelled out since the wave function fe 
and its derivative with respect to the normal to the surface of the element e, ∑fe/∑n, are 
continuous at the boundaries with neighboring elements.  After imposing the Dirichlet 




where [A] = SAe and [B] = SBe [62-64].  Basically, solving the wave equation is 




 8φ<T H@AD − λ2@BDL 8φ< (22) 
 
 
Figure 12(a) shows a simulation example of the optical wave incident normally on the 
surface of a dielectric medium using FEMLAB.  The transverse electric (TE) wave 
transmits from the air to the dielectric medium with an index of refraction 1.5.  Figure 
12(b) shows that the transmission coefficient, T, as a function of number of mesh 
elements per unit area, N, is calculated using FEMLAB.  The transmission coefficient is 
calculated to be 96% using Fresnel formula.  After N = 1µ1015, the numerical error is 
estimated to be 2.69%.  The mesh size, N ¥ 1µ1015, per unit area will be used in Section 
4 to construct a theoretical model of the laser coupling efficiency to the waveguide as a 
function of laser to waveguide separation.   
A − λ2 B  φ  0H@ D @ DL 8 < (23) 
2.1 Summary and Discussion 
The approach to InGaAsP/InP EEL and BCB waveguide analysis has been presented in 
this chapter.  There are several factors which affect threshold current in EELs, such as 
cavity length, facet reflectivity, optical confinement factors, active layer thickness, device 
temperature, and transparent carrier density.  The commercial software, Silvaco, is used 
to analyze these parameters in the thin film EEL devices developed in this dissertation.  














Figure 12. (a) Electric field distribution on XZ plane; (b) 
Transmission coefficient, T, as a function of number of mesh 
elements per unit area, N. 





core of the planar optical waveguide is composed of a BCB polymer due to the relatively 
low loss at a wavelength of 1.3 µm.  For guided mode operation, the BCB film is 
deposited on substrate with refractive index lower than 1.52.  The end facet coupling 
method is employed to excite guided waves in the BCB waveguide.  The analysis of the 
coupling efficiency from thin film EELs to BCB waveguides will be discussed in Chapter 















DEVICES DESIGN, FABRICATION, INTEGRATION, AND 
CHARACTERIZATION 
3.1 Introduction 
The monolithic integration of polymer waveguides and thin film optoelectronic devices 
has been discussed for applications such as optical interconnections [65-69].  In this 
ilm EELs emitting at a wavelength of 1.3 µm are used as an 
optical source for integration with polymer waveguides.  EELs have been a topic of 
research interest for many years, and long lifetime, stable, high-powered, and inexpensive 
EELs are being used for many products, including compact disk (CD) players, digital 
video disk (DVD) players, and laser pointers.  Since the output profiles of EELs are 
essentially elliptical in shape, the profiles are well suited for launching directly into a 
channel waveguide.  The use of polymer waveguides and the potential integration of 
these optical interconnections onto low cost epoxy and polymer substrates are 
particularly interesting toward pervasive and low cost implementations.  Thus, the use of 
polymer waveguides for low cost optical interconnections that are process compatible 
with current board, module, and integrated circuit technology is a research goal.  In this 
chapter, thin film InGaAsP EELs and polymer channel waveguides are designed, 
fabricated, integrated, and tested.  The optical output beam of the EELs is launched into 
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3.2 Design of Thin film InGaAsP/InP EELs and BCB 
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Waveguides 
In order to fabricate thin film InGaAsP/InP multiple quantum well (MQW) EELs, the 
first step is to define a structure suitable to be processed into thin film lasers.  
epitaxial layer structure is shown in Table 4.  The function for each layer in the structure 
is described as follows. 
InGaAsP/InP (MQW) lasers emitting at 1.3 µm are designed for this research.  The 
The ohmic contacts are formed on the 19th layer with p+ doping and the 5th layer with 
n+ doping.  The thickness of these layers are 0.1 µm and 0.2 µm, respectively.  The 18th 
Number 
Table 4. InGaAsP/InP laser layer structure. 
Layer Material Thcikness (nm) 
Doping 
(cm-3) Dopant 
19 InGaAs 100 1×1018 Zinc 
18 InP 1000 1×1018 Zinc 
17 InGaAsP 150 1×1017 Zinc 
16 InGaAsP 6  None 
15 InGaAsP 10  None 
14 InGaAsP 6  None 
13 InGaAsP 10  None 
12 InGaAsP 6  None 
11 InGaAsP 10  None 
10 InGaAsP 6  None 
9 InGaAsP 10  None 
8 InGaAsP 6  None 
7 InGaAsP 150  None 
6 InP 1000 1×1017 Sulphur 
5 InGaAs 200 5×1017 Sulphur 
4 InP 2000  None 
3 InGaAs 200  None 
2 InP buffer 500  None 
1 InP   None 
and the 6th layers are both outer cladding layers (1 µm thick) and are doped by Zn and S, 
respectively.  The saturation level of zinc in InP occurs at around 1.5-2µ1018 cm-3 [70, 
71].   
Above 1µ1018 cm-3, diffusion of the zinc into the underlying undoped InGaAsP layers 
becomes a problem because it is detrimental to the laser diode performance [72].  Thus, 
the zinc doping is at a level of 5µ1017 cm-3 for ~0.3 µm of the p-InP (close to the 1 µm 
layer).  The doping level is then increased to 1µ1018 cm-3 for the remainder of this layer.  
This has the effect of reducing the zinc diffusion into the active layer.  
Both the 7th and the 17th are undoped inner cladding layers with 0.15 µm thick.  In 
order to confine the optical modes in the active region, the thickness of the inner cladding 
layers are designed to be much thicker than that of the active layers.  Figure 13 is the near 
field mode pattern of the fundamental mode in the designed structure as modeled using 
Laser module in Silvaco.   
 
X













Figure 13. Near field pattern of the fundamental mode in the 
designed thin film EELs.   
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Layers 8th to 16th in the design are the unstrained MQW regions, which provide gain, 
and lase at a wavelength of 1.3 µm.  The thickness of the InxGa1-xAsyP1-y well, where x = 
0.66 and y = 0.73, is 6 nm.  The thickness of the InxGa1-xAsyP1-y barrier, where x = 0.85 
and y = 0.33, is 10 nm.  The gain of the active region, G, in the designed structure as a 
function of input current density, J, is shown in Fig. 14.  In this analysis, the length of the 
laser material is 400 µm and the mirror reflectivity is 28% (calculated using Fresnel 
formula).  This is modeled using Silvaco Laser module.  In Fig. 14, the material gain is 
saturated at 261.6459 A/cm2, which indicates that the quasi-Fermi levels are pinned at the 
threshold position.   
The 3rd layer, InGaAs, is the stop etching layer to prevent the further etching into the 
laser structure during the removal of the InP growth substrate.  The thickness for the layer 
is 0.2 µm.  The 4th layer, InP, is another stop etching layer and is also a supporting layer 
to reduce the curvature of the thin film epilayers after the removal of the InP growth 
substrate.  The thickness of this layer is 2 µm.    
Figure 14. Gain as a function of injected current density. 
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de core layer.  The refractive index of the BCB layer at wavelength 
of 
 in the polymer channel waveguide was 
mo
The polymer channel waveguides are designed for guided-mode operation in this 
dissertation.  The planar structure is shown in Table 5.  The purpose of the BCB layer is 
to act as the wavegui
1.31 µm is 1.52 [35].  The purpose of the SiO2 layer is to act as the waveguide 
cladding layer.  The refractive index of the SiO2 is 1.45 which is measured using 
Ellipsometer.  This is an asymmetric channel waveguide.  The width of the polymer 
waveguide is 100 µm in order to maximize coupling of the emitted output from the laser.  
The near field pattern of the fundamental mode
deled using FEMLAB and is shown in Fig. 15. 
Table 5. CYCLOTENE BCB 3022-46 channel waveguide layer structure. 
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Figure 15. Near field pattern of the fundamental mode 
























3 BCB  5 1.52 
2 SiO2 10 1.45 




3.3 Fabrication of Thin Film InGaAsP/InP EELs and BCB 
wafers are first cleaved into 0.5 cm  0.5 cm samples.  Samples are then coated with 
Si3N4 (3000 Å) in a plasma enhanced chemica
Waveguides 
The processing steps used to fabricate thin film lasers are shown in Fig. 16.  InP/InGaAsP 
×
l vapor deposition (PECVD) system 
deep mesa patterns are defined on samples using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry 
etch 4 30 sccm) and a reactive ion etching (RIE) system (CH4/H2: 12 
ad area n-type 
Ni/
flexible metal carrier from the glass slide.  By bending the flexible carrier, the laser 
samples are cleave  soaking in TCE, each thin film laser 
die is detached from the flexible carrier and transferred onto a transfer diaphragm.  Each 
thin film laser die on the diaphragm is transferred to p-contact pads on SiO2/Si host 
substrates to be characterized or integrated with polymer waveguides.   
 
 
(SiH4/N2/NH3: 100 sccm/300 sccm/3 sccm) for 30 minutes.  The 300 µm wide and 5 µm 
 system (CF  = 
sccm/40 sccm) and stopped etching on InGaAs layer (layer 3 in Table 4).   
The 20 µm wide laser stripes are defined on top of the Si3N4 layer in the ICP, p-
contact metals Ti/Pt/Au (300/400/3000 Å) are deposited using an electron beam 
evaporator (e-beam) system, followed by annealing of the p-contact metals at 380 ºC for 
1 min to form ohmic contacts.  The p-contact sides of the laser samples are then coated 
with Apizeon wax and are attached to a glass slide.  The laser samples are then soaked in 
HCl/H2O (2:1) for 5 hours to completely remove the InP substrate.  The bro
AuGe/Ti/Au (300/400/200/4000 Å) contact is deposited on the released side of the 
lasers samples in the filament evaporator.  The thin epilayers are then transferred to a 






Figure 16. Fabrication process of thin film EELs. 
InP Substrate Removal
Mesa Etch
Bond to Transfer Diaphragm


















Thin film unstrained InP/InGaAsP MQW lasers have been fabricated for this 




As seen in Table 6, the etch rate increases linearly with methane gas flow rate; 
however, heavy r rface roughened the 
surface and contaminated the chamber.  In addition, the polymer redeposition prevented 
further processing of the thin film EELs after removing the growth InP substrate because 
the sample adhered strongly to the carrier.  In this research, the CH4 : H2  mixture rate in  
 
 lasers are attached to a flexible carrier with Apizeon wax.  The cleave (visible 
vertical lines between the lasers) is propagated from the wedge direction.  The lasers are 
detached and bonded onto an Au/SiO2/Si host substrate, as shown in Fig. 17(b).  The strip 
width on top of the device is 20 µm.  The device thickness is 5 µm, the cavity length is 
400 µm, the width is 300 µm, and the wedge is 100 µm.  The cleaved facet of a 5 µm 
thick thin film laser on an Au/SiO2/Si substrate is photographed, as shown in Fig. 17(c).  
These are the first reported thin film InP-based laser less than 10 µm thick.   
Due to the requirement of deep etching of the InGaAsP/InP material in RIE, a series 
of experiments were carried out for a high rate CH4: H2 plasma etching pro
esirable re-deposition from the dry etch system.  The etch depth was measured with 
an Alpha step profiler.  The etch mask consisted of a 2000 Å Al layer.  To guarantee 
consistency between each run, the chamber was cleaned using an O2 plasma to remove 
deposited materials from the dry etch chamber before loading the samples.  The measured 
etch rate with respect to pressure, gas flow rate, and CH4 concentration is given in Table 
6. 




Figure 17. (a) Thin film lasers on a flexible carrier; (b) A 
thin film EEL on the edge of an Au/SiO2/Si substrate; (c) 
Cleaved facet of a thin film laser. 
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the 10th experiment was adapted to perform the deep mesa etch (3 µm).  With the addition 
of oxygen to the CH4 : H2  mixture, a better etch rate, 40 nm/mins, was achieved.   
Table 6. Experimental results of reactive ion etching of InP. 











1 400 17 250 5 7 52 4.26 
2 400 17 250 5.3 14 52 10 
3 400 32 250 6.7 7 52 12.13 
4 400 32 250 4.8 14 52 12.36 
5 400 72 250 4.8 7 52 15.04 
6 400 50 250 2.7 14 52 20.23 
7 400 50 250 2.7 17 42 67.76 
8 400 50 250 3.7 30 42 80.96 
9 400 50 250 3.7 30 15 90.96 
10 400 50 250 4.8 12 40 34 
 
3.4 Integration of Thin Film InGaAsP/InP EELs with BCB 
Waveguides 
The steps toward integration of a thin film edge emitting laser and a polymer channel 
waveguide are shown schematically in Fig. 18.  For integration with a polymer channel 
waveguide, a thin film laser die on a diaphragm is transferred to p-contact pads on a 3 cm 
× 3 cm Si substrate.  The substrate is coated with SiO2 at a thickness of 5 µm in the 
The thin film lasers are bonded to the pads on the SiO2/Si substrate at a temperature of 
150ºC for one hour.   
PECVD system (SiH4/N2O: 100 sccm/250 sccm for 2 hours).  The length and width of 
the contact pad ize of the pads 
is larger than t sing an anneal from the EEL substrate.  
s are designed as 500 µm and 400 µm, respectively.  The s





In order to f oter is dispensed onto 
the laser/SiO2 en spun 
ile to reach 
is given in Table 7 
using a 1000 Å thick Ti m  (CF4/O2 : 
abricate the BCB waveguide, liquid adhesion prom
/Si substrate surface at 500 rpm for 20 seconds.  The substrate is th
at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds to dry and is then coated with a 5 µm thick BCB layer which 
is cured to ensure resistance to subsequent processing steps.  A hard cure prof
full cure (95% degree of polymer conversion) using a convection oven 
[73].  The final step is to cut the waveguide channel.  A channel waveguide is patterned 
ask and then the BCB is etched using an ICP system
40 sccm/30 sccm).  The BCB polymer on both sides of the laser cavity is removed 
completely to provide enough facet reflectivity for the thin film laser to lase.  To analyze 
the coupling efficiency from the laser to the waveguide, the separation of the front facet 
of the laser to the entrance facet of the channel waveguide was varied in this research, 
and is compared to theoretical calculation in Chapter 4. 
2Bond to SiO /Si Substrate
(b) (d)
Patterned channel waveguide
Figure 18. Integration of a thin film EEL and a channel 
waveguide. 
Table 7. Hard cure temperature profile. 
 Ramp schedule Soak time 
Step 1 5 mins. ramp to 50 ºC 5 min. 
Step 2 15 mins. ramp to 100 ºC 15 min. 
Step 3 15 mins. ramp to 150 ºC 15 min. 
Step 4 60 mins. ramp to 250 ºC 60 min. 
Step 5 Natural cool down  
Thin film EELs have been integrated with polymer waveguides and have also been 
embedded into polymer waveguides as part of this dissertation research, as shown in Fig. 
19(a) and Fig. 19(b).  Figure 19 shows photomicrographs of two implementations of thin 
film edge emitters integrated with BCB polymer waveguides.  In the first 
implementation, the thin film emitter front facet is fully embedded in the polymer 
waveguide.  In the second implementation, the polymer waveguide is fabricated on a 
SiO2/Si substrate with a 3 µm separation between the end of the waveguide and the thin 
film EEL.  In both cases, the width and the thickness of the polymer waveguides are 100 
µm and 5 µm, respectively.  The contact strip is 20 µm for both cases, as well.   
3.5 Characterization of Thin film InGaAsP/InP EELs and BCB 
Waveguides 
In order to characterize the output power of the thin film lasers, the devices were 
transferred from the transfer diaphragm to p-contact pads on SiO2/Si substrates and tested 
by applying a pump current from a current source (100 µs pulse duration and 5% duty 
cycle operation, ILX Lightwave LDP-3811).  The measurement setup for the thin film 





Two types of integration structures were characterized: the thin film lasers bonded to 
the edge of SiO2/Si substrate and the thin film lasers integrated next to the polymer 
waveguide.  For the first case, the output power from the thin film laser was measured.  
For the second cases, the laser/SiO2/Si substrates were cleaved along the transverse 
direction of the polymer waveguide.  The pumping current was applied to the thin film 
laser by the current source.  With the use of an infrared imaging system, images of the 
light coupling from the laser to the waveguide as well as the near field pattern of the 
waveguide output facet can be photographed.  The output power from the waveguide end 
facet was measured by coupling the light into a photodetector (with responsivity of 0.89 
Figure 19. (a) An embedded thin film emitter in the 
waveguide; (b) A thin film EEL integrated with the 
waveguide with a 3 µm gap. 
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mA/mW at a wavelength of 1.31 µm).  The detector’s photocurrent was measured using a 
source measurement unit (SMU Keithley 236).  By recording the light output power with 
respect to the input current, the output power verse input current curve was generated, 
commonly referred to as an LI curve.  The slope efficiency, ∆P/∆I (mW/mA), of the L-I 
curve is referred to as the external quantum efficiency, hd, by multiplying 2qλ/hc [39], 
where q is 1.6022×10-19 C, λ is 1.31×10-6 m, h is 6.6262×10-34 J·sec, and c is 3.0×108 
m/sec. 
The lasers with 400 µm cavity length were characterized using a 100 µs pulse 
duration and 5% duty cycle operation.  The threshold current of the thin film lasers was 











Figure 20. Testing setup of thin film EELs and 











Figure 21. (a) L-I curve of thin film EELs; (b) The near field 
pattern on the thin film EEL facet; (c) The intensity 
distribution along the vertical direction.   
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ity of the near field pattern was measured along the direction parallel to the 
gro
the laser at a drive current of 49 mA was photographed, as shown in Fig. 21(b).  The 
relative intens
wth direction at the center of the contact stripe, which approximates a Gaussian shape, 
as shown in Fig. 21(c).  The beam width at the laser facet is estimated at 2 µm.  The slope 
efficiency for the thin film EEL is estimated at 2%.  This is the first demonstration of 
InP-based thin film EELs less than 10 µm, which are suitable for heterogeneous 
integration.   
The output light from the laser is coupled into the waveguide by end facet coupling.  
With the use of an infrared imaging system, images of the light coupling from the laser to  
(a)
(b)
Figure 22. (a) Infrared image of thin film EEL coupling to 
BCB waveguide; (b) The near field pattern on the 
waveguide facet. 
the waveguide can be imaged, as shown in Fig. 22(a).  An infrared image from the end of 
the waveguide facet was also taken, as shown in Fig. 22(b).  Since the channel waveguide 
is softened at the corners after curing, the pattern in Fig. 22(b) is not rectangular around 
the edge.  Thin film lasers integrated next to polymer waveguides with gap distance 3 µm 
were characterized with 5% duty cycle and 100 µs pulse width.  The measured output 
power from the waveguide end facet at a drive current of 49 mA for the BCB waveguide 
of length 2.8 mm was 0.038 mW.  In addition, the L-I curves of integration structures 
d 10 µm were characterized under the same 
testing conditions to compare the optical output power as a function of laser to waveguide 
separation, as shown in Fig. 23.  The waveguide length for the gap distance of 5 µm, 8 
µm, and 10 µm is 3.9 mm, 2.4 mm, and 3.7 mm, respectively.  The power coupling 
decreases with increasing the gap distance, which indicates that the less optical power is 
transferred into the optical waveguide with the large separation between the thin film 
EEL and the waveguide.   
with the gap distance of 5 µm, 8 µm, an
Figure 23. Measured output power from the waveguide end 
facet at drive current 49 mA.   
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3.6 Summary and Discussion 
The fabrication and integration of a thin film EEL whose optical output is coupled into a 
polymer waveguide integrated on the same electrical interconnection substrate is reported 
in this dissertation.  It is the first demonstration of thin film MQW InGaAsP/InP EELs 
with a thickness less than 10 µm.  The heterogeneous integration of this MQW 
InGaAsP/InP EEL with a polymer waveguide structure is a fundamental building block 
toward the realization of planar lightwave circuits in an embedded optical interconnection 
format.  The demonstration of a thin film laser embedded in a waveguide eliminates the 
need for either an external optical source coupled to the waveguide or a bump bonded 
optical source with a beam turning element to launch an optical wave into the waveguide.  
The laser threshold current is 30 mA, and the output is approximated as a Gaussian 
spatial shape.  The output of the waveguide is also measured, which indicates that the 
laser lases, is coupled to the polymer waveguide, and that the waveguide propagates the 
optical beam successfully.  Thus, the potential of an embedded optical waveguide output 











AND COMPARISON OF THEORY TO EXPERIMENT 
4.1 Introduction 
LASER TO WAVEGUIDE COUPLING EFFICIENCY THEORY 
For the design of thin film EELs integrated with polymer waveguides (CYCLOTENE 
3022-46 BCB), a fundamental knowledge of coupling efficiency from the lasers to the 
waveguides is crucial.  There are several factors contributing to the coupling efficiency in 
the integration structure, such as the similarity of mode profiles in the laser cavities with 
those in the polymer waveguides, the entrance facet profiles of the polymer waveguide, 
the launch position of the optical field from the lasers, and the alignment between the 
lasers and the waveguides.  In this chapter, optical modes in the laser cavities and in the 
polymer waveguides are analyzed using the thin film transfer matrix method.  Next, the 
coupling efficiency is calculated using the optical modes in the laser cavities.  The FEM 
is adapted to perform the analysis of coupling efficiency due to the strong refractive 
index contrast between the laser cavities (nr ~3.2) and the polymer waveguides (nr ~1.5).  
The coupling efficiency as a function of gap distance is presented.  The effect of 
predicted theoretically.  Finally, the calculated optical output power from the end facet of 
the polymer waveguide is compared to the experimentally based estimates.   
 
 
waveguide facet profile on coupling efficiency is also investigated.  For the design of 




The schematic diagram of a thin film EEL integrated with a polymer waveguide is shown 
in Fig. 24.  In Fig. 24, an air gap discontinuity from z = 0 to z = d is located between a 
MQW semiconductor waveguide and a polymer waveguide.  The length of the laser 
cavity, L , is 400 µm.  The length of the polymer waveguide, L , is 10 µm.  The thickness 
of the thin film EEL, the polymer waveguide, and the SiO  are h  = 5 µm, h  = 5 µm, and 
h  = 5 µm, respectively.  The optical wave travels from the semiconductor waveguide to 
the air and then to the polymer waveguide and crosses a discontinuity plane at z = 0 and 
at z = d.  The refractive index for SiO  is 1.45.  The refractive index for InP, InGaAsP (λ 
= 1.3 µm), and InGaAsP (λ = 1.1 µm) are 3.22, 3.52, and 3.33, respectively [74].  The 
refractive index for the polymer waveguide is 1.52.  Both the semiconductor waveguide 
and the polymer waveguide are assumed to be lossless to simplify the calculation 
complexity.  The transverse electric (TE) modes are considered only in this research since 
the lasing of TE modes in unstrained semiconductor lasers occurs preferentially [75].  















insert them into the commercial FEM software, FEMLAB, to complete the coupling 
efficiency calculation.   
o v d i
r
agnetic slab waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 25.  In Fig. 25, Xi 
rep
la har  by
h
An optical wave travels along the +z direction out of the paper.  For the TE mode 
ase, the electric field propagating in the i-th layer is Eyi (x, z) = Eyi(x)ej(wt-bz).  The 
There is no polarization cross coupling when the wave is transmitted from the 
semiconductor waveguide to the air and then to the polymer waveguide.  The analysis 
starts by solving the existing transverse mode functions in a MQW slab waveguide to 
A MQW semic nductor wa egui e can be s mplified as a multilayer dielectric 
lossless waveguide and can be solved using the thin film transfe  matrix formulation [76].  
A multilayer nonm
resents each discontinuity point.  The cover region is above Xn and the substrate 
region is below 0.  The thickness for both the cover region and the substrate region are 
extended infinitely.  The permittivity for each waveguide yer is c acterized  ε0εi 
w ere ε0 is the permittivity in vacuum and εi is the relative permittivity for each specific 














Figure 25. Geometry of a multilayer lossless waveguide 
structure.   
magnetic (H) field is derived using Maxwell’s equations “µEi = -jwm 0H i  and “µHi = 
jwε 0ε iE i .  The field com , tangential to the boundary in the i-th 
layer are related to each other by Eq.
 
here kxi2 = ni2 k02- b2, ni2 = εi2 , k0 =2p/l, and l is the free space wavelength.  The 
electrical tangential components ui are continuous at xi, ui(xi) = ui-1(xi) and the magnetic 
tangential components vi are also continuous at xi vi(xi) = vi-1(xi), i = 0,1,2…n.  Using this 
boundary condition and Eq. 10, the fields tangential to the boundaries us(0) and vs(0) at 
the top of th ub(xn) and 
vb(xn) at the bottom
 
 
where Mi is denoted as 
 
Considing only the guiding modes, the electric field is zero at xØ¶
the boundary conditions, the characteristic equation is derived as E
of Eq. 27 are the propagation constants, b. 
ponents, Eyi(x) and Hzi
 22 in the matrix form [76].   
 
ki ddx E yi HxLd
w
e substrate layer are related to those tangential to the boundaries 
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y@ D @ D {k (26) 
 60.
 and xØ-¶.  By using 
q. 27 [76].  The zeros 
 
 
The optical mode in the semiconductor waveguide was simulated using the thin film 
transfer matrix method, as shown in Fig. 26.  The effective index of the TE0 mode in the 
semiconductor waveguide was estimated to be 3.267.  Figure 26 shows the power 
distribution in the semiconductor waveguide.  The MQW layer region ranges from 0.15 
µm to 0.22 µm.  The two inner cladding InGaAsP layers range from 0 to 0.15 µm and 
from 0.22 µm to 0.37 µm, respectively.  The two outer cladding InP layers range from -
1µm to 0 and from 0.37 µm to 1.37 µm, respectively.   
DetA 1 −Hm11 + jks m12L
−jkc − m21 + jks m22
E = 0H L (27) 
The TE0 mode, the TE1 mode, and the TE2 mode in the BCB waveguide were 
simulated using the thin film transfer matrix method, respectively, as shown in Fig. 27.  
The core layer ranges from 0 to 5 µm.  The substrate layer and the cover region range 
from –1 µm to 0 and 5 µm to 6 µm, respectively.  The effective indices of the TE0 mode, 
TE1 mode, and TE2 mode in the polymer waveguide were calculated as 1.51556, 1.50229, 
Figure 26. TE0 mode pattern in the semiconductor waveguide. 
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 mode.  
In Fig. 27, the power distribution in the optical modes is not symmetric since the 
refractive index difference between the waveguide core and the substrate cladding is 
smaller than that between the waveguide core and the cover region.  Comparing Fig. 26 
with Fig. 27, the result indicates that most of the optical power coupling occurs between 
the TE  in the laser cavity and in the polymer waveguide, due to the mode profile 
similarities.   
The fields derived f ere used as the 
incident
efficiency from
defined as Pt/Pi int Z =d+5 µm in 
Fig. 24 from t  
semiconductor waveguide.  In this research, the Pt/Pi is analyzed for different gap 
distances between the semiconductor waveguide and polymer waveguide, from 0 µm to 
and 1.48044, respectively.  Most of the optical power is carried in the fundamental
0
4.3 Coupling Efficiency from the Lasers to the Waveguides 
Figure 27. Optical modes in the BCB waveguide. 
rom the thin film transfer matrix formulation w
 fields in the analysis of the coupling efficiency using FEMLAB.  The coupling 
 the semiconductor waveguide to the polymer waveguide in Fig. 24 is 
, where Pt is the transmitted power measured at the po






10 µm.  The theoretical optical output power from the end facet of the polymer 
waveguide are compared to those estimated from the experimental results for the gap 
distances 3 µm, 5 µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm.   
A sample simulation result of the power distribution on the XZ plane is shown in Fig. 
28.  The material growth direction is along the X axis.  The light beam transmits from Z = 
0 µm to Z = 5 µm.  The entrance facet of the polymer waveguide is at Z = 5 µm.  
le of the waveguide entrance facet is θ = 90º.  The launch position of the electric field 
is at X = 2.8 µm and Z = 0.  The air gap between the thin film laser and the polymer 
waveguide is 5 µm.  The coupling efficiency is calculated as a function of gap distance, 
as show in Fig. 29(a).  There are 100 calculated data points.  For example, for the cases 
 distance 0 µm, 3 µm, 5 µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm, the coupling efficiencies are 
calculated to be at 0.9282, 0.3949, 0.3289, 0.2665, and 0.20, respectively.  The coupling 
exponentially decreases as the gap increases distance from 0 to 3 µm.  For gap distances 
Figure 28. TE0 optical power transmission from the thin film 
X
Z
EEL to the polymer waveguide.   
longer than 3 µm, the rate of the decrease in coupling efficiency is sub-exponential.   
When the laser is embedded in the waveguide (gap = 0 µm), the facet reflectivity of 
the laser is degraded because the semiconductor/air interface changed to a 
waveguide entrance facet, θ, depends on the processing conditions, such as the amount of 
semiconductor/polymer interface.  A theoretical analysis of the laser with the output facet 
embedded in the waveguide resulted in the reflection of that facet decreasing to 13%.   
To investigate the effect of thin film EEL active layer position on the coupling 
efficiency, 3 different active layer positions measured from the bottom of the polymer 
waveguide: X = 0.285 µm, 1.5 µm, and 2.715 µm are theoretically analyzed, as shown in 
Fig. 29(b).  In Fig. 29(b), the thin film EELs are bonded to contact pads on the p contact 
side (X = 0.285 µm) and on the n contact side (X = 2.715 µm), respectively.  Both cases 
are compared with the case in which the field launch position is at the center of the 
polymer waveguide.  There are 100 calculated data points for both cases, X = 0.285 µm 
and X = 1.5 µm.  For example, for the case of X = 0.285 µm, the coupling efficiencies are 
calculated as 0.7543, 0.3918, 0.3427, 0.2938, and 0.2771 for the gap distances 0 µm, 3 
µm, 5 µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm, respectively.  When the position of the active layer moves 
toward the center of the polymer waveguide, at X = 1.5 µm, the coupling efficiencies are 
calculated as 0.873, 0.42, 0.362, 0.2879, and 0.2615 for the gap distance 0 µm, 3 µm, 5 
µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm, respectively.   
In order to incorporate realistic factors, the effect of the angle of the entrance 
waveguide facet ofile of the 
me to cure the BCB polymer.  The gap distance, d, is measured from the output facet of  









Figure 29. (a) Coupling efficiency as a function of the gap 
length, d, with X = 2.715 µm; (b) Coupling efficiency for 






the semiconductor waveguide to the starting point of the polymer waveguide entrance 
facet.  The coupling efficiency is analyzed as a function of slope angles θ from 15º to 90º. 
The simulation result of the optical power distribution in the XZ plane is shown in 
Fig. 31.  In Fig. 31, the optical wave transmits from the thin film EEL to the BCB 
waveguide with entrance facet angle θ = 60º and field launch position X= 2.715 µm.  The 
thickness of the polymer waveguide and the gap distance from the laser to the edge of the 
waveguide are 5 µm.   
The coupling efficiency for an entrance angle of 60º is analyzed as a function of the 
gap distance, d, as shown in Fig. 31(a).  The coupling efficiency decreases as the gap 
distance d increases.  Figure 31(b) shows the coupling efficiency as a function of 






Figure 30. The waveguide entrance facet with angle θ. 
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d = 5  mm
Figure 31. (a) The coupling efficiency as a function of 
gap length with entrance angle 60º; (b) The coupling 
efficiency as a function of slope angle, θ, with 5 µm 





4.4 Output Power and Threshold Current of InGaAsP/InP MQW 
Lasers 
In order to characterize the performance of the fabricated laser structure, both the 
slope efficiency and the threshold current of the laser were simulated using Silvaco.  The 
parameters used for the laser simulation are as follows [39]: In InP material, electron 
mobility is 2400 cm2/Vs and hole mobility is 80 cm2/Vs.  In InGaAsP material, electron 
mobility is 4600 cm2/Vs and hole mobility is 150 cm2/Vs.  The fraction of the energy 
band gap difference going to the conduction band is 60% at the InP-InGaAsP 
heterojunction.  The radiative recombination time is 1.5×10-10 s.  The carrier lifetime is 
2.0×10-9 s.  The contact stripe is 20 µm and the cavity length is 400 µm.  The MQW gain 
model is employed in the simulation.   
Figure 32(a) presents the simulated L-I curve of thin film EELs.  The threshold 
current is calculated to be 20.9 mA.  The threshold current was 30 mA experimentally.  
At an input current of 26.5 mA, the theoretical output power is 1 mW and the slope 
efficiency is calculated to be 18.4%.  The slope efficiency is measure to be 2% 
experimentally.  The error between the theoretical estimation and experimental results is 
caused by the increase in junction temperature from thermal heating.  Figure 32(b) shows 
the threshold current, Ith, as a function of cavity length, L.  The threshold current of the 
thin film EEL de
In an effort to understand the effect of the thin film laser facet reflectivity on the 
threshold current, simulations were performed with varied mirror reflectivity, R.  The 
cavity length of the laser was kept at 400 µm.  The mirror reflectivity, R, is defined as the 
product of the front facet reflectivity, R1, and the rear facet reflectivity, R2.  As shown in  
 










Figure 32. (a) L-I curve of the thin film EEL with cavity 
length 400 µm; (b) Threshold current of the thin film 
EEL, I , as a function of cavity length, L.   th
(b)
(a)
Fig. 33(a), the threshold current of the thin film EEL decreases with increasing mirror 
reflectivity.  Figure 33(b) shows the slope efficiency analyzed as a function of the mirror 
reflectivity, R.  For the case R1 = 28% and R2 = 28%, the slope efficiency is calculated to 
be 18.4%.  However, for the cases R1= 13% and R2= 28% (one laser facet embedded in 
the polymer waveguide), the laser does not lase. 
4.5 Laser to Waveguide Coupling as a Function of Laser to 
Waveguide Separation: Theory vs Experimental Estimates   
The objective of this section is to compare theory to experiment for thin film lasers 
coupled to waveguides.  In order to compare the output power measured experimentally 
to the coupling efficiency (defined in Section 4.3), the coupling loss from the waveguide 
to the photodetector and the propagation loss in the BCB waveguide have to be 
estimated.  The coupling loss term is given by [77] 
 
 
where nwg is the refractive index in the polymer waveguide, nair is the refractive index in 
vaccum, and ndetector is the refractive index of the detector surface.  The loss is calculated 
as 1.8 dB from the waveguide to the photodetector.  The propagation loss of the BCB 
waveguide is es ent method 
[78].  The princi  is the measurement of the waveguide output power on 
the same sample for different waveguide length.  The propagation loss per unit length, α, 




ikLog10B1− iknwg − nairnwg + nairy{2F + Log10B1− ikndetector −nairndetector +nairy{2Fy{
timated using the direct cut back waveguide loss measurem







Figure 33. (a) Threshold current, Ith, as a function of mirror 
reflectivity, R; (b) Slope efficiency as a function of mirror 







where P1 and P2 are waveguide output power measured with respect to waveguide length 
L1 and L2.  The measured propagation loss is given in Table 8.  For example, the 
waveguide output power from the sample with gap distance 8 µm and waveguide length 
4.8 mm is measured as 0.0174 mW.  The output power from the same waveguide with 
length 2.4 mm is measured as 0.018 mW.  Thus, by using Eq. 29, the propagation loss is 
calculated as 0.6 dB/cm.  In this research, the average propagation loss constant, 0.625, is 
adapted.  The BCB waveguide length were 2.8 mm, 3.9 mm, 2.4mm, and 3.7 mm for the 
3 µm, 5 µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm, corresponding to the estimated waveguide absorption 
loss, 0.175 dB, 0.244 dB, 0.15 dB, and 0.231 dB, respectively.   
α = −
HLnP1− LnP2L
L1− L2H L (29) 
















1 0.48 0.24 0.0174 0.018 0.6 
2 0.89 0.37 0.0079 0.00858 0.65 
The comparison of the waveguide output power as a function of laser to waveguide 
separation obtained by theoretical calculation to that estimated from the experimental 
results is shown in Fig. 34.  There are 100 theoretical points, connected by a line, and 4 
measured data points.  The errors between the theoretical estimation and the experimental 
results in Fig. 34 are caused by several factors, such as the waveguide end facet quality 
and the waveguide entrance facet quality.  In addition, the alignment problem introduced 
by the variation of the photodetector position to collect the optical power in the different 
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experiments is another factor contributing to the error.  The errors for the separation of 3 
µm 5 µm, 8 µm, and 10 µm are estimated to be 4%, 8.35%, 7.05%, and 8.29%, 
respectively.   
4.1 Summary and Discussion 
Figure 34. Comparison of waveguide output power calculated 
theoretically to that estimated experimentally. 
The present chapter discusses the theoretical simulation of the integration structure and 
comparison of theory to experiment.  The slope efficiency, optical output power, and 
threshold current of the thin film EEL are also investigated toward optimization of fully 
embedded thin film lasers into polymer waveguides.  The optical modes in the 
semiconductor laser cavity and in the polymer waveguide are analyzed using the thin film 
transfer matrix method.  Only the fundamental mode exists in the semiconductor 
waveguide.  There are three optical modes in the polymer waveguides.  Thus, it is 
expected that most of the coupling occurs between the fundamental mode in the 
semiconductor waveguide and the fundamental mode in the polymer waveguide.  In an 
effort to analyze the coupling efficiency, the coupling from the thin film laser to the 
waveguide decreases with increasing gap distance.  By changing the field launch position 
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in the X direction, the coupling efficiency is estimated for two cases: p contact side 
bonded and n contact side bonded to the host substrate pads.  The simulation shows that 
the coupling efficiency for the n contact side bonded to pads is higher than that for the p 
contact side nce angle θ 
effective area.  Finally, the calculated waveguide output power as a function of gap 





bonded to pads.  With the incorporation of the waveguide entra













The design and fabrication methods of thin film EELs in this dissertation are 
contributions to the field of embedded optical interconnections.  This dissertation reports 
the first demonstration of a thin film (microns thick) heterogeneously integrated EEL 
bonded to a Si host substrate.  Processes for integrating these thin film lasers with BCB 
polymer waveguides have also been developed and tested, toward the implementation of 
embedded edge emitting sources in planar lightwave circuits.  The key contributions 
made in this dissertation are summarized in this chapter.   Future research directions are 
discussed in Section 5.2. 
5.1 Summary of the Results 
5.1.1 Desig
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
n and Fabrication of Thin Film EELs 
In this dissertation, thin film MQW InGaAsP/InP EELs have been fabricated using the 
 These techniques enable the integration of thin film 
ic host substrates.   
WFC method.  The laser structure and the processing techniques are presented.  The 
lasers have been bonded to Si substrates and tested at room temperature.  A threshold 
current of 30 mA has been demonstrated for a 20 µm p-contact stripe laser.  The 
thickness of the final laser devices is around 5 µm.  These are the first reported thin film 
MQW InGaAsP/InP EELs. 
InGaAsP/InP lasers with electron
5.1.2 Integration and Test of Thin Film EELs with BCB Waveguides 
The fabrication and integration of a thin film edge emitting laser (EEL) whose optical 
output is coupled into a polymer waveguide integrated on the same electrical 
interconnection substrate is reported in this dissertation research.  The heterogeneous 
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integration of this InGaAsP EEL with a polymer waveguide structure is a fundamental 
building block toward the realization of planar lightwave circuits in an embedded optical 
interconnection format.  The demonstration of a thin film laser embedded in a waveguide 
eliminates the need for either an external optical source coupled to the waveguide or a 
bum
field launch positions and 
wav
The developments in this dissertation are attempts made to simplify the system design of 
fully embedded optical interconnection.  The scope of future contributions in the field of 
photonic lightwave circuits is very wide.  Many aspects of thin film laser devices and 
their integration structure need to be optimized for higher levels of integration with 
multiple optoelectronic input and output for high data rate signal distribution and optical 
signal processing.  On the most fundamental level, refinements of the theoretical models 
p bonded optical source with a beam turning element to launch an optical wave into 
the waveguide.  The laser threshold current is 30 mA, and the output approximated a 
Gaussian.  The output of the waveguide is also measured, indicating that the laser lased 
and coupled to the polymer waveguide.  The waveguide propagated the optical beam 
successfully.  This is the first demonstration of a thin film EEL integrated with a polymer 
waveguide.   
5.1.3 Comparison of Theory and Experiment 
A compact and efficient numerical method, the thin film transfer matrix method, has been 
presented for the analysis of the optical modes in the semiconductor cavity.  The coupling 
efficiency from the thin film laser to the polymer waveguide is analyzed using FEMLAB 
and the results are presented with the inclusion of different 
eguide entrance angles.   
5.2 Future Research 
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need to be further investigated for predicting thin film laser performance, such as 
threshold current, output power, and heat dissipation.   
There is a need for further investigation into the improvement of the temperature 
dependence of thin film InGaAsP lasers.  Current injection results in heating, which in 
turn
nce of InGaAsP laser would be the use of new material systems, 
suc
d be used to 
prove the optical confinement and the stimulated emission process.  One of the 
xamples for index-guided lasers is the ridge waveguide laser.  In the ridge waveguide 
ructure, the use of a dielectric around the ridge inhibits current spreading in the p-InP 
yer [82].  The planar active layer of ridge waveguide lasers extends beyond the ridge.  
 fraction of the lasing mode overlaps with the dielectric, which has a considerably lower 
fractive index than that of the InP cladding layer.  This overlap introduces an effective 
 increases the temperature of the active region.  The output power from the thin film 
laser gradually decreases, threshold current increases, and the slope efficiency decreases 
due to the temperature in the active layer increases.  Heatsinks should be used to dissipate 
the heat from the active layer for higher performance of thin film laser devices, such as 
copper, silicon carbide (SiC), or silicon.  The second approach to improving the 
temperature depende
h as InGaAsN and InGaAlAs.  Higher temperature operation has been anticipated in 
these material systems due to better electron and hole confinement as a result of increased 
band offsets and a more favorable band-offset ratio [79, 80].   
The research developed in this dissertation is based on thin film gain-guided lasers.  
The phenomenon usually observed in gain-guided laser is spatial hole-burning [81] since 
the lateral transverse mode is controlled by carrier injection.  This confinement is not 
stable, which results in a kink on the current-light output characteristics.  In order to 








lateral index step.  The lateral index step is determined by the thickness of the waveguide 
yer.   
In order to realize the thin film laser fully embedded inside the polymer waveguide, 
the rear facet of the thin film laser has to be coated with a high reflectivity dielectric to 
Mu
cet [83].  The dielectric mirror could be composed of periods of alternating λ/4 layers 
of S
Another important refinement of the thin film EEL is its relaxation frequency, which 
fixe data rate applications in optical 
ext increasing the photon density within the laser 
pho  lifetime can 







compensate for the photon loss from the front laser facet inside the waveguide.  
ltilayer dielectric mirrors can be conformally deposited by PECVD onto the laser 
fa
i3N4 and SiO2.   
s the limit of the modulation bandwidth for high 
interconnections.  Several methods could be used to increase the relaxation frequency and 
end the modulation bandwidth: (1) 
cavity; (2) decreasing the photon lifetime; and (3) increasing the differential gain.  The 
ton density can be increased by increasing the injected current.  Photon
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